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The title for this collection was inspired by a stanza in Lawrence Ferlinghetti’s Populist Manifesto: 

“Poets, come out of your closets,/Open your windows, open your doors,/you have been holed-up 

too long/in your closet worlds.” 

This exquisite cocktail of the verbal and visual makes a broad sweep of Vanessa’s years of multi-

medic artistic activity. Her artwork embraces water colours, poster colours, oils and collage. The 

book is divided thematically into seven sections.  

Section I  

This concentrates on the ecosphere, very much in tandem with today’s environmental awareness. 

’Tis Life is a charming personification of a pill-bug. Is there anyone alive who has not sometimes 

speculated on how animals, birds and insects would express themselves if they could talk? In 

Spring: To the Masters is preceded by excerpts from Written in March by William Wordsworth.  

Vanessa reproaches ‘the masters’ for taking a detached, negative attitude towards the advent of 

spring. The accompanying oil painting depicts dense vegetation, with the suggestion of a green-clad 

human figure with arms raised rising out of the ground. (Author’s Comment: I had no intention to 

reproach the Masters but rather to join in with them in their worship of nature and surely Spring. 

Feeling Nostalgic for their exultation [among our nature-coy city]). Black Cat Iconoclast – a 

verbally sparse but hard-hitting graphic poem introduces a powerful poster colour painting. At a 

Restoration Oak is an autobiographical piece celebrating her climb up one such tree (apparently her 

first ever experience of this activity) and its significance. The poem is accompanied by a sequence 

of monochrome-tinted photographs which have a feeling of timeless antiquity. To My Daughter Ella 

on her First Trip to Scotland:  could this have been Ella’s first journey away from her mother? 

Hopefully Ella experienced a rich variety of wildlife while she was there.  

Royalties to Sara Teasdale – Sara Teasdale was an American lyric poet, highly celebrated in her own 

lifetime but later marginalised by critics. Sara’s poem Refuge, of which a couplet is quoted, 

celebrates the sustaining power of song and poetic utterance through elemental adversity and 

feelings of weakness. Vanessa firstly identifies with urban wildlife – foxes and cats, then she refers 

to ‘Nature within, nature without’. There is then the vision of a geological miracle: ‘Pebbles turning 

into sand/into novel shores to approach/with love’ and gives some heartfelt encouragement to 

Sara, her fountainhead of inspiration. From Out of Tight Buds, Pink Flowers – there is always a sense 

of freshness and novelty whenever new flowers emerge. Once Upon a Time – the robin made its 

sublime appearance in answer to a prayer. Digitalis Purpurea – a beautiful, poisonous plant: “In 

between Beauty/& Death/– There rests my bitterness. At the end there seems to be a reference to 

migratory birds. This poem is enhanced by a facsimile of the handwritten version, highlighting 

Vanessa’s beautiful calligraphy.  Being the River Thames is a poetic journey, starting from the 

source. In its flow, the Thames takes on many of the qualities of the Styx. Vanessa to some extent 

feels that she is the water. I also sense an echo of The Water Babies – wondrous phrase with ‘A 

newborn Papa tangerine gurgle’. She feels nourished and invigorated by the river’s tributaries. The 

river does a final act of self-sacrifice ‘Handing over his life/Where the tide meets the stream’. She 
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seems saddened by the sight of the banks at low tide.  She wistfully reflects on the fate of the river 

whilst on an empty train to Leatherhead. The accompanying pencil sketch evokes the tidal river, 

flanked by pieces of architecture ancient and modern. Anyone who had taken a night-time barge 

trip along the Embankment should digest this poem as a comparison. 

Section II  

This section focuses on metaphysics and mythology. An Apocrypha: Visitatio Sepulchri – Vanessa 

envisages herself as Maria Magdalena. She has a ‘Vision of the Golden Host’. On her journey she 

passes some sad figures – a black tambourine man and a Caucasian virago. A swallow’s tail 

becomes a devil’s tongue, which blanks off the moon. She feels beckoned equally to tomb and to 

womb – a complete life-cycle! Natural things may assume supernatural qualities: “Birds may be 

myths and beasts bardic lovers.” She finds beauty in bees and crows, and feels compassion for a 

half-squashed fly. She begins to feel some desire for love. Her “Poor mind circumspect queries 

Walt’s Song of Myself . . .” surely it shows sanity and presence of mind to query the overwhelming 

ebullient optimism of that poem. There is the suggestion of a tryst, then of a spiritual pilgrimage, 

then of taking a supreme risk. “Triumph melted waxed Aurelia” – golden fulfilment blossomed forth 

from negativity and annihilation?  

An Epiphany Song gives a cosmic background to the Nativity. The terms ‘taxonomic families’ and 

‘chromosome chain’ suggest that the significance of the Nativity spreads to all other life forms. 

Wonderful aesthetic image in ‘a presentation of Turner’s sun ablaze’. Beard was apparently 

dictated to Vanessa by a ‘superlunary voice’. In the views of many religions, it is sacred, a shield, a 

talisman, a guide through life. In the accompanying picture, it is shown as a thick cord connecting 

two souls.  Poet Buried – it would have been interesting to elaborate on ‘Social aptitude and 

Pyramidal aspirations’. 18 or 19 – the pains of adolescence portrayed with total honesty. Snow Like 

Blooms – Vanessa switches from being an indoor observer to being fully involved. Laundry Lines to 

be Sung – laundry lines are generally considered to be warming, benign aspects of the inner urban 

environment. Such an environment without laundry lines may be an illusion. (Author’s Comment: I 

miss Innocence; OH! I glimpse Laundry Lines white and pure moved by beautiful Summer Breeze; 

Suddenly I wake up! there is no Laundry lInes!) Does ‘Jacob’s bridge’ refer to the novel by Dr John 

Mouery: “Since 1908, when an object from space exploded over Siberia and caused the Tunguska 

blast, that same region has been the frequent site of multiple space impacts. And yet, very little 

research has been done on the objects of the blast.”   

Section III  

Music, of which Vanessa has an exquisitely extensive and eclectic grasp, is the central theme of this 

section. She is also well-known as a singer-songwriter-guitarist-harmonica player, involved with 

many rock groups in the past, now performing solo or in conjunction with Michael Horovitz. Four 

Weeks of Jazz Record Requests – random thoughts elicited by jazz favourites. Instrumental 

improvisation elicits verbal improvisation, under the benevolent vigilance of a cat: “Jazz on the 
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radio smooths/existential edges and thoughts/travel to alternative minds . . .” The music makes her 

reflect on her neighbours. Again jazz is related to literary endeavour: “Others write notes to the 

sky/and invite trumpets to blow/and blow their organs & minds/with minutes of jazz . . .” Jazz has 

extra resonances: “Charles Boyle’s car is a Honda Jazz/and Jazz’s is also the name of a barber-shop. 

A Chet Baker music track recalls a railroad track. Nice accompanying picture of a tumbledown, 

homely abode plus a cat inscribed with a heart. In Tragische, Vanessa shows she also has a deep 

love for classical music: this poem extols Mahler’s 6th symphony as ‘wonders of reverie’ and 

‘orchestration of reality’. Kind of Blue is a fusion of jazz appreciation with the bleak desolation of a 

hospital waiting room. I know the Miles Davis album referred to in the title. The ‘jazz ringtone’ must 

be a godsend in this limbo. The quotation from Dryden sums up a state which must feel like a half-

way house between life and death. Perhaps it is salutary to have ‘soundtracks for the untuning of 

pangs’.  Superfood is an interesting disparate pastiche: a baobab is a tree which grows in Africa and 

the Middle East, and provides both food and medicine. A kalimba is an African plucked instrument. 

Then there is a switch to skateboarders in the midst of motor traffic, then to African wind ensemble 

musicians. Sansara Shy is a new name for me; my curiosity is aroused. A ‘thumb-piano’ is another 

African instrument. Stiff Upper Deck Dance, inspired by Ginsberg, Kerouac and Cassady’s Pull My 

Daisy, is in the style of a sea-shanty. There is the conflated sense of sailors hard at work on deck, 

and everyday urban bustle – “Cut the knot splice the dough”. The title is an interesting gloss on 

‘stiff upper lip’ bravado. In Defence of Allen Ginsberg’s Nakedness – we all know the legend of the 

Beatles walking out on Ginsberg for his ‘indecent exposure’. Debate remains about the validity or 

otherwise of that gesture. Vanessa posits the idea of ‘chastity/Of the mind’ and ‘chaste nakedness’ 

as a goal she has as yet been unable to attain. But nobody these days expresses outrage at life 

drawing classes. The poem is followed by a totally appropriate collage containing several nude 

figures.   

Section IV  

A fusion love and erotica, from the delicate and tender to the most raw and elemental. The 

preceding drawing suggests a confused mind, or perhaps a confused wardrobe. The section opens 

explicitly, with After Seeing a Voluptuous Bosom and Pubic Hair. The first celebrates resilient flesh; 

the second laces the Sleeping Beauty myth with full physical detail. A touch of technology too, with 

‘Electricity transmitter’ and ‘kinetic pleasure’. After-Effect is a lament from one who has loved and 

lost: “The other’s become the Opposite to ray of light/And sensual urges decompose in shadow-ray 

. . .” Notwithstanding, she still relishes the intense experience. Why Not a Sonnet – For Requited 

Love – how great to challenge/invert a stereotype without losing any of the delicacy of the 

‘unrequited’ tradition: ‘With grace my words, my thoughts and crudeness none’. Vanessa also 

shows an excellent command of traditional verse schemes. Chorus for a White Rose is quite dense: 

roses are generally associated with reflective calm. Here there was a storm between the two lovers, 

which put the white rose on the back burner. But its very intensity leads to a reunion, and a 

restoration of the white rose’s spirit. Lines for Love – for MH – warm statements of affection; nice 

turn of phrase with ‘Holding tight/To my drunken/Boat’s mast. The term ‘Aposopesis’ is 
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appropriate here, as the poem suggests times of intense feeling when one is somewhat at a loss for 

words. We Tantra expresses pure passion: “Fluids ooze; cataract . . . I let you in,/Thy will in my well 

. . . like god, like a demon raised/in dim light.” Agog   Over Sailing to Byzantium is directly inspired 

by W B Yeats’s poem of the same name. There are also echoes of Leda and the Swan. An interesting 

twist with a tryst between ‘spectres’. She then imagines herself lying on the back of a swan in flight. 

A vision of all parties being absorbed in the water, then a final plea to Yeats to join her in eternity. 

In the accompanying picture, she is atop the sacred steps, presumably a goal for Yeats’s strivings. It 

is marvellous that expressions and sentiments such as these are now acceptable in the mainstream. 

We must never forget the efforts of the Beat poets and their predecessors to ‘kick the door open’ 

in this respect. 

Section V  

Here Vanessa shows her empathy with skilled manual workers, cogently confirming her anti-élitist 

stance. I heartily agree that dustmen’s work is of more value and substance than that of politicians, 

the aristocracy and the like. There would certainly be an apocalypse of disaster without them. She 

is proud to have acknowledged them: “I’ve oft-times bartered/My recognition for your “Thanks!”  

She always sorts her rubbish to make their work easier. Scaffolders at Play – she rightly relishes 

their physiques. Their operations have a feeling of splendid theatricality; ‘ceux-ci amoureux de la 

lumière’ – shades of ‘son et lumière’? An exceptionally agile scaffolder evokes the spirit of the 

Spanish dramatist Calderon. Said scaffolder does an exquisite singing performance in the course of 

his work. Afternoon Cloud – clouds are unfailingly amorphous, elusive, fascinating. Sometimes they 

seem to be ‘held’ by various phenomena. Their presence recalls the durability of ancient 

mythology. Very nice to have the accompanying sketches, and the manuscript, with all its 

amendments. Demolition in March Revisited is a commemoration of the demolition of the 

Gloucester House Council Estate in South Kilburn: stark portrayal of the demolition works 

complemented by an inventory of the detritus of abandoned homes? Were the former inhabitants 

given time to clear their apartments before the demolition? Roofers Flash International – like 

scaffolders, roofers radiate grace and agility, through which they create a glamorous spectacle – 

‘Aloft like free men!’. She celebrates them as ‘saviours’. The following pictures evoke tumbledown 

North Kensington of old.  

Section VI 

February’s Blackbird – to John Lennon – an exquisite song inspired an exquisite poem. There is also 

a suggestion of some blackbird love interest, and that the blackbird/s may be harbingers of 

something significant: ‘High in alarum high in alarum/The frightened and the immaculate/What 

augury what augury . . .’ ‘Golden beaks/In excelsis Deo indeed! Hoppian shows Vanessa’s feelings 

for animal and bird life – a deeply compassionate picture of a wren which has had its wings cruelly 

clipped, and a plea for it to have a free, natural and mobile life. In a way the wren’s life is contrary 

to the lot of humanity: “the wren/ birds are free / we are not”. On Easter Sunday – a touching Haiku 

sequence of random features of the urban landscape. On Ash Wednesday – a survey of religions, 
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ending on an admonitory note: “Peaceful Jews:/What is Israel doing to you/Staining your virtue.” 

Two dedications to fruit: Where is the Shadow of the Bowl of Oranges, and Sketch of a Grapefruit. 

In the first, it is acknowledged that darkness induces invisibility. In the second, she seems to take 

pity on the segments of grapefruit awaiting their sacrifice/consumption. Leonard Cohen is Dead 

seems to express equivocal feelings. The discovery of insect corpses, long left to ‘fossilize’ often 

gives pangs of nostalgia for when they were alive and in their prime – especially ladybirds! In the 

Abattoir – (Author’s comment: comparing the city particularly London to an abattoir) does this 

sympathise with the helplessness of young apprentices in that occupation? Little Black Girl is a 

charming gloss on William Blake’s Little Black Boy – with the same theme of whiteness of spirit. A 

Toddler Boy – straightforward whimsy. 

Section VII 

This opens with Vanessa’s magnificent, stark dedication, verbal and visual to Grenfell Tower: 

“Ghosts talk to me . . . is a funeral pyre”. The picture utterly captures the sickening spirit of that 

cinder-coated shell which to me stood as a horrendous symbol of the state of the country. Arisen 

from out of my Brown Doc Marten’s Shoes – a plea for sensible, durable footwear as against 

disposable glamour and style. (Author’s Comment: yes, it is a pastiche of impressions told by a 

publicly declared SOCIALIST. Part five ends with eccentric dialogue inspired by Orwell’s line 

serving as epigraph to the poem.) There is then a shift to meditating on Hampstead Heath. ‘Genital 

Iris’, I am told, means Immune Activation and Inflammation in the Female Genital Tract. There are 

many who dispute the legend that Jimi Hendrix introduced green electric parakeets to the streets 

of London. Strange vision: ‘Reflection in pond/Depicting the entire sun/Is an arrow head’. It then 

registers on her fully that she is wearing men’s shoes. The poem trails off into random slogans and 

exhortations, some more substantial than others: “give your present a good past control . . . Fie to 

the power of two!” 

Questions for Eliot – this is a composite of allusions to the works of Michael Horovitz, T S Eliot, 

Federico Garcia Lorca, Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton, Harry Fainlight, John Keats and John Milton. Some 

of these poets had truly tragic lives. In their suicides, Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton, to some extent 

shared the fate of the Zyklon B victims. Fainlight and Milton died lonely and ill. Part 3 rhetorically 

exhorts T S Eliot to visit Gaza – ancient, modern and symbolic. There is a final indictment of Eliot’s 

Anti-Semitism. She advises his spirit that she must pray to Apollo. Will There Ever be a Lever Long 

Enough?  Was prompted by some of the terrorist atrocities of 2005. A mighty seagull bears 

portentous news – of impending bloodshed: a ‘haruspex, apparently, is ‘a person trained to 

practice a form of divination called haruspicy – the inspection of the entrails of sacrificed animals, 

especially the livers of sacrificed sheep and poultry. These atrocities certainly recalled the 

barbarism of animal sacrifice. The ‘lever’ in question ought to be able to lift the world up – “but the 

wheel spins in gory mud/ in the deepest of pits   there is oblivion   please look back . . .”. But she 

still retains some faith and hope ‘in our Beauty/in the miraculous vibration of Love,/in the 

phrenological human intellect/still waiting to be unlocked/with a genius-key/not yet wholly/tried 
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before.’ War & the Sound of the Park: A Poem for Three Voices – this poem starts with the light and 

innocence of childhood games in the park, and then ventures into the sanguinary depths: ‘ichor’ is 

the fluid that flows like blood in the veins of the gods. Someone, as a child, had a fall from a swing, 

which caused a lollipop to pierce this throat. Later he became a soldier, who was stabbed ‘with an 

oxidised blade/of hope . . .’ Hope for what? The enemy’s hope of victory? The horrors of war are 

lamented by the shrieks of blackbirds. The mother goes to the soldier’s corpse, perhaps longing for 

his child-self to return. She had a farm which was once struck by cannonballs. The poem ends with 

the image of a girl on a swing. Is she happy, and unaffected by the horrors? 

*** 

Vanessa’s Afterword is quite touching. I had not realised that the Roman Catholic Church did not 

recognise Vanessa as a ‘christian’ name when it came to baptism. She then cultivated her name: 

the initial ‘V’ expanded into the French word for ‘life’, so her acquired surname proclaims her 

vitality. She describes how she left her studies in Medicine and Business Administration: “. . . I met 

my inventor alter-ego. It was in a dream that I saw myself travelling in time, gyring with a spiral. 

Straight after that dream I began first painting, and then writing and making music; and I 

acquainted myself with artists and new friends.” She refers to the assertion of Chögyam Trungpa, 

the Buddhist meditation teacher, that “our psychological aggressions and hesitations about our 

creative selves . . . contain prime potential for enlightenment.” She outlines her experience with 

the rock bands Ithaca and Rockatron, and her activity as a singer-songwriter, catalysed by Jim 

Morrison of The Doors.  

She compares her own writing in English to Samuel Beckett’s adoption of French, as a discipline. If 

one does not have immediate, easy fluency in a language, one is forced to fine-tune more 

thoroughly: “The English Language has bestowed me with a new personality and freed me from my 

mother tongue.” Vanessa was inspired to come to London by William Blake’s Jerusalem.  After 

much ado, she became a British citizen, but now feels threatened by the consequences of Brexit. 

While staying on the Isle of Wight, she came across The Faith of An Artist, edited by John Wilson, 

which provided ample illustration of how some wholesome and successful artists regulate/d their 

lives. Her involvement with Michael Horovitz has enabled her life’s work to come to fruition. Do 

give this collection your most diligent attention! 

David Russell 
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